
Automotive technology is experiencing 
significant innovation driven by the move 
towards battery electric vehicles (BEV) and the 
rapid improvements in automated driving (AD). 
The fast pace of innovation poses a risk for 
those trapped in the prototyping stage as what 
was once considered new can quickly become 
irrelevant or outdated. Making impactful 
business decisions towards mass production 
necessitates a view of the competitive 
landscape. Additionally, understanding how 
market leaders have addressed design 
challenges can help accelerate your internal 
research & design processes.   

However, obtaining this information 
independently may require time and resources 
taken from more proprietary initiatives that 
cannot be easily replicated or outsourced.  

TechInsights’ Automotive Subscription can 
help.  By providing curated analyses on cutting-
edge LiDAR, infotainment, camera, ADAS, and 
audio amplifier modules across market 
leaders, it enables: 

• Insight into how leading competitors 
address key automotive requirements and 
standards for mass production without 
compromising reliability, safety, and 
performance

• Increased exposure to different designs 
across market leaders to stimulate and inspire 
new ideas to build a stronger, more 
differentiated roadmap

• Visibility into cost drivers to help inform 
product and procurement decisions

Automotive
Subscriptions



Deep Dive Teardown 
The Deep Dive Teardown channels provide curated data 
with technical insight on LiDAR, ADAS, infotainment, 
camera and audio amplifier modules respectively to reveal 
design wins and provide valuable context how individual 
components contribute to the larger picture.  They include:
• ICs identification and costing
• Report containing pictures of circuit boards with

annotated ICs, major sub-assemblies, antennas
• Die photos for major ICs and tables for features

description and dimensional data
• Costed bill of materials (BOM) spreadsheet
• RF block diagram
• System block diagram

Automotive IC Design Win Database
This channel subscription provides insight into the supply 
chain from IC manufacturer to automotive OEM.  Provides 
access to TechInsights’ database of IC design wins from 
500+ automotive products from 25+ tier 1 suppliers and 
leading OEMs.
• Filters are available for custom sort & analysis
• Search by Automotive OEM, Tier 1 Supplier, Product

Type, IC Manufacturer
• Subscribers receive option to purchase right to view and

right to use access to underlying reports.

Get the facts you need to make informed 
decisions on your biggest investments
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TechInsights is widely recognized the world’s leading provider of advanced technology 
analysis and intellectual property services, providing content and services to the 
world’s most successful technology companies. 

For over 30 years we have existed to support a fair marketplace where semiconductor 
and electronics intellectual property can be innovated and monetized. By revealing the 
innovation others cannot inside the broadest range of advanced technology products, 
we enable business leaders to make the best technology investment decisions and prove 
patent value with fact-based information.
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For leaders who want to base their product roadmaps on hard facts and understand what’s 
really going on under the hood of cutting-edge perception-based sensors and automated drive 
controllers, TechInsights’ Automotive Subscription is the ideal solution.

Our subscription-based service provides online access to the TechInsights Platform where all 
analyses are available.  An Automotive Subscription consists of one or more of the following 
channels:

Design, Material & Assembly Teardown 
The Design, Material & Assembly Teardown channel 
provides detailed teardown photos and annotations 
describing assembly techniques, material function, material 
composition, IC selection and mechanical features of  
modules to help OEMs reach mass market deployments 
quickly and cost-effectively. It includes:

• Isometric view of the product with dimensions and
callouts of major mechanical or other visible features
contributing to specific function

• Images of subassemblies and their major components
• Weights and dimensional attributes of key components
• Materials, fabrication process, assembly process and

features, PCB dimensions and fabrication details*
• Surface treatments*
• Thermal solution
• Environmental/EMI (electromagnetic interference) and

EMC (electromagnetic compatibility) seals
• IC selection

* = Where identifiable
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